**World News Roundup**

**Indonesia**

Panica, devastation after tsunami

*Run, a wave is coming!*

In this Dec 23 photo, a man reacts after detecting the tsunami wave in the village of Cipanas, in West Java province, Indonesia. The tsunami that hit the southern coast of Java, Indonesia, last night was the latest of a string of natural disasters that has left dozens of people killed or injured in the country. The tsunami struck without warning, ripping houses and trees from their foundations and sending terrified victims screaming into the sea.

A sharp and beautiful sound was heard by some as they ran to the beach, pulling others behind them. A man, who operates a fleet of six vessels, was reportedly pulled a gun after protesters kicked over his boat, according to witnesses.

Prime Minister Prayut Chan-ocha has ordered the government to pull out all the stops to help the victims of the disaster. The Prime Minister also visited the affected area.

The numbers of casualties are expected to rise as rescue efforts continue.

Drones probe ongoing

UK’s Queen Elizabeth extols goodwill, respect in message

The queen wore a cocktail dress in ivory silk with a "sharp" and "beautiful" at the airport.

The airport was operating normally Monday, but there were no word on casualties.

The Queen is due to arrive in the UK on Wednesday, according to reports.

She will be presented with a new coat and a new hat by the Royal Family.

Qureshi makes regional leaders: Foreign Minister of Pakistan, Shah Mehmood Qureshi led a Pakistani delegation to Afghanistan on Monday.

The delegates were to discuss regional issues and efforts to bring peace to the war-torn country.

The regional maritime authority, or Garuda Indonesia, said in a statement added. Qureshi meets Afghan leaders: Qureshi sets out to strengthen regional ties. He said that both sides discussed the importance of Pakistan for bringing peace in his country.

The visit to Afghanistan was the latest of a string of high-level visits by Qureshi to the region. They also discussed the regional situation and Pakistan’s role in the conflict.

The two leaders also expressed their determination to work together for the sake of peace and prosperity in the region.
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